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THE FRAMEWORK
Horizon 2020 is the European Framework
Program for Research and Innovation, active
from 2014 until 2020, intended to provide
financial support for research and
development of projects characterized by a
strong potential in terms of innovation.
An initiative shared between several states to
address urban challenges of the contemporary
city with the ambition to develop a European
research and innovation center on urban issues
and to create European solutions through
coordinated research.

OBJECTIVES

The objective of the project is to
improve the co-creation processes in
urban governance and planning
through the creation of a
participatory co-planning
methodology and platform based on
"learning loops" or new decisionmaking methods, which bring
together citizens, researchers and
policy makers to tackle urban
challenges.
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URBAN LIVING LABS
► Living Labs are design strategies focused
on the experimentation and on the end
user.
► In their application to urban issues, Urban
Living Labs are open innovative systems
based on a systematic approach of cocreation with the user within publicprivate-citizen partnerships, which
integrates research and community
participation processes in real
environments.

LOOPER LEARNING LOOPS
Problem scoping and
participated data collection
Application of mitigation
systems

Elaboration of data
collected in the ULL

ULL
Evaluation of mitigation
solutions to be applied

Data visualization with the
ULL
Discussion and co-design
of possible mitigation
solutions

THE LEARNING LEVELS

►

The first “learning level” creates
awareness on urban issues and on the
status of problems through some
consciousness activities. The first
focuses on the scoping of issues done
during ULLs meetings organized with
stakeholders. Following to this first
activity starts the co-monitoring. As
the co-monitoring is ended,
stakeholders are called to analyse the
information that they collected.

►

The second “learning level” covers
the activities of co-design and
evaluation of urban mitigation
measures. The selected solutions are
then implemented in the city, and the
results are monitored again. Here all
stakeholders asses the results of their
activities and increase knowledge on
urban issues. Then the whole process
is repeated creating a second loop
that learns from the first one.

THE AREA OF SOUTH VERONA
URBAN ISSUES:
► Air quality
► Noise
pollution
Verona is
working within
the frame of
environmental
pollution

SCOPING

Participants working during a ULL meeting

Results of ULL meeting for the 1a Scoping

DATA VISUALISATION

PM 2.5 data collected with participatory sensing

PM10 data collected by the official body (ARPAV)

NEXT STEPS

►

After the co-monitoring stage the process will
now proceed to the co-design and to the
evaluation stages. During the co-design stage
citizens will learn how urban spaces can be
changed to improve the neighbourhood, and
what is possible (or not) to do in an urbanized
area. After the implementation of the selected
mitigation measures, citizens will be called to
evaluate their work with another campaign of
monitoring to see if the solution ideated and
chosen during the co-design improved the
situation (evaluation stage).

►

The first learning stage is almost concluded,
but it was already possible to gain interesting
results. During the meetings it was possible to
notice how, faced with the duty of choosing
where to position sensors, citizens had to think
back on their views and had to deepen their
knowledge on pollution related issues and on
what produces it. What is expected now is,
during the co-design phase, to keep the process
of collaboration with the public administration,
but this needs to be checked.

